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1. ARM Cortex-M3 内核的处理器，具备宽广的产品线，能够迅速方便进行产品
升级换代；2. 选用的处理器芯片在性能、功耗上具备极大的优势，同时含有丰
































Vehicle Travelling Data Recorder(VTDR) is a digital electronic device, which 
can record and store vehicle speed、real time、mileage and other status information. 
Those messages can be outputted to other device through special transfer interface. It 
is consisted of the host, the speed sensors and data analysis software. It is important to 
keep the drivers from tired-driving, overspeed and traffic accidents. It plays a very 
important role in transportation management. It can also offer scientific, faithful initial 
data for the people to analyze and to manage traffic accidents. 
The host of VTDR is researched in this thesis. It select processor based on ARM 
Cortex-M3 kernel as the MCU to design a VTDR which is integrated of IC CARD、
Printer、CAN communication、USB HOST、man-machine conversation. The 
Cortex-M3 processor is based on the ARM v7-M architecture, making it ideal for 
demanding embedded applications, such as automative electronics. The Cortex-M3 
has an efficient Harvard 3-stage pipeline core. The Cortex-M3 processor only 
executes Thumb-2 instructions. The ARM Cortex-M3 is a high performance, low cost 
and low power 32-bit RISC processor. 
The background and reseach actuality of VTDR are introduced in the thesis. The 
definition, composing and other glossaries of VTDR are expatiated. The thesis design 
and actualize VTDR. The system of VTDR host is composed of data collection, 
storage, display, printer and data communication. 
The reseach emphases of thesis are data collection and data communication, 
contain collect speed used of MCU’s interrupt、calculate speed and mileage、realize 
physical and simulative USART 、 CAN communication 、 indentify driver’s 
information、integrate printer and lcd. This thesis finish the design of the underlying 
driver and code programming、Corresponding processing chart of software design is 
Described. 
Compared with the traditional design scheme, This VTDR design scheme has 















product line, can quickly and easily for the upgrading of products; 2. Processor be 
Selected play great advantages at performance and power consumption, at the same 
time, it contains abundant hardware resources, such as the integration of USB OTG 
and CAN bus interface, no need to expand outside the corresponding chip, will save 
the design cost; 3. In software design, using hierarchical structure and the modular 
design concept, has good maintainability and portability; 4.With the expansion 
interface, it support conveniently connect with other vehicle terminal equipment. 
The thesis ends with testing, summing-up and prospect. The function of data 
collection, storage, display and printing can be achieved. The research results of the 
paper are summarized. Some parts of VTDR which should be improved and upgraded 
are expatiated. 
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